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!Any CAS response that is unexpected

"The unexpected can occur in

#Exploration within CAS-based work,

#Verification of paper-and-pencil work,

#Testing of conjectures, …

!What does a surprising CAS response call

for?
#Making sense of the CAS response,

#Further testing,

#Seeking consistency with paper-and-pencil

mathematics, …
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! Any CAS response that is not expected by students

" The unexpected can occur when students are

#Exploring a new mathematical idea,

#Verifying paper-and-pencil work,

#Testing conjectures, …

! Of course, all surprises that a CAS may yield are

relative:

#Relative to students’ past mathematical experience

and knowledge,

#Relative to their ability to notice something

unexpected in the CAS response, …
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! What does a surprising CAS response call

for?
#Trying to make mathematical sense of it,

#Trying to fit it with one’s existing mathematical ideas,

#Seeking consistency with one’s paper-and-pencil

techniques,

#Testing new conjectures arising from the surprise, …
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! The traditional paper-and-pencil medium

cannot, by its very nature, yield surprises in

algebra.

! The paper-and-pencil work that algebra

students produce springs from their

intentions and from their existing knowledge.

Thus, there is no surprise agent.

! Here, CAS technology has something unique

to offer.
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! But how to create a classroom environment that

can capitalize on the ‘surprise’ factor that CAS can

yield?

! At the very least, our research suggests that it

requires:

" Appropriate tasks,

" Adequate time for students to think about their work,

" Both students and teacher contributing to the

mathematical talk related to the tasks.
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! Two examples of tasks that were designed to

create elements of surprise –

" One where CAS is a tool for exploring patterns,

" Another where CAS is a tool for verifying

– but both inviting technical and theoretical

learning in algebra.

! Video extracts of a class of Grade 10 students

and their teacher, both contributing in their own

ways to the mathematical discussions that

unfolded during each task activity.
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Activity 6
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! The factors produced for a given algebraic

expression may not be unique – different

approaches may yield different factors;

! While an expression may be correctly factored,

that factorization may not be complete.
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! Eventually, after much conjecture-testing:

" that xn – 1 will factor completely into exactly two

factors when n is prime;

" when n is a composite number, the number of

factors for xn – 1 will be more than two.
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! We should note, once again, that what students

learn from a given CAS surprise will be relative.

! It will depend on several factors, including the

extent to which the task pursues a given issue, as

well as the mathematical experience of the pupils.

" For example, one possible task extension of the

conjecture question could aim at developing the concept

that, when completely factored under the set of integers,

the number of factors of xn – 1, when n is composite, is

equal to the number of positive divisors of n.
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! When students in class saw the factors that

were produced by the CAS for x9 – 1:

(x – 1)(x2 + x + 1)( x6 + x3 + 1),

they wanted to know how they could produce

such factors themselves with paper and

pencil.
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! He asked: “How do you get those factors?”

! The teacher then suggested to the class that

they might try to “see” x9 as (x3)3 and thus

x9 – 1 as ((x3)3 – 1), which could then be

treated as a difference of cubes – which they

had already learned how to factor.
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! They were learning to see within composite

exponents n a way of re-expressing them, at the

level of particular cases, so that the expression

xn – 1 might be interpreted as (xp)q – 1, and

factored according to a method that they were

already familiar with,

e.g., x9 – 1 as (x3)3 – 1, x15 – 1 as (x5)3 - 1 , x8 – 1

as (x4)2 – 1, …
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! In the Reconciliation Task, all students initially

produced the following paper-and-pencil

factorization for x10 – 1, with the aim of generating a

complete factorization:

x10 – 1

= (x5 + 1)(x5 – 1)

= (x5 + 1)(x – 1)(x4 + x3 + x2 + x + 1)
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! This intrigued one of the groups of students.

! They wondered about the pattern in the factors for x5 + 1,

with its alternating signs in the “long” factor.

! They noticed that it was the same pattern as for the

factoring of x3 + 1, with its alternating signs.

! Then they began to conjecture a general factorization for the

expression xn + 1:

(x + 1)(xn-1 – xn-2 + xn-3 - … - x + 1) and when this might work.

But at that moment, the class moved into the proving

segment of the activity. We will hear from this group shortly.
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! The last task of the activity was: “Prove that

(x + 1) is always a factor of xn – 1 for even

values of n, n ! 2.”

! After working individually, or in groups, on

this task for about 10 minutes, one student

volunteered to present his “proof” at the

board:
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! Paul: “Ok. So, my theory is that whenever xn-

1 has an even value for n, if it’s greater or

equal to 2, that, one of the factors of that

would be x2-1, and since x2-1 is always a

factor of one of those, a factor of x2-1 is

(x+1), so then (x+1) is always a factor.”

! Much animated discussion followed the presenting

of this ‘proof’ (see Kieran & Guzman, 2010).
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! To provoke the students,

the teacher offered the following counterexample:

“Just out of interest, what would happen if this was

x14 – 1? [he wrote (x14 – 1) under Paul’s (xn – 1)], to

which students answered: “(x7-1) times (x7+1).”

! So the teacher wrote at the board:

(x14 – 1) = (x7-1)(x7+1) and then asked:

“Where does that leave your proof, Paul?”

! However, rather than leaving the class stymied, this

question provided an opening for the group that

had been conjecturing something new:
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! Because they noticed the way in which the

x5 + 1 factor of x10 – 1 had been refactored by the

CAS, and linked this with their previous factoring of

the sum of cubes, x3 + 1, they were able to

generate a new conjecture regarding a general rule

for factoring xn + 1, for odd ns:

xn + 1 = (x + 1)(xn-1 - xn-2 + xn-3 - … - x + 1), for n odd
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! This allowed them to explain, at least

partially, why for the given proving task –

including the counterexample of

x14 – 1 = (x7 - 1)(x7 + 1), which had been put

forward regarding Paul’s ‘proof’ [i.e., that

(x + 1) is always a factor of xn – 1 for even

values of n, n ! 2]:

! xn-1=(xn/2-1)(xn/2+1) for even ns;

! so if n/2 is odd, then (xn/2+1) will have (x+1) as

one of its factors.
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! The way in which the surprise factoring of

x10 - 1 led to this novel conjecture by Andrew

and his group was made possible by a

classroom environment that encouraged such

mathematical exploration and that used CAS

tools.

! However this kind of generative work by

students in response to CAS surprises can be

easily thwarted by well-intentioned teachers

who prepare too much of the terrain for students

and end up giving away the punch-line.
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! While students were still working on the

Reconciliation Task, the teacher rapidly wrote

(x10 – 1) = (x5 – 1)( x5 + 1) on the board.

He then blurted out: “The one that may give you

some trouble is the x to the 10th. I will explain why.”

! He proceeded to explain at the board the

factorization x5+1 = (x+1)( x4–x3+x2–x+1), with

much hand-waving regarding the signs, and did not

let the students notice this pattern for themselves.
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Activity 7
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! It had made sense to students to divide both sides

by the common factor of (y – 2).

! The teacher’s focusing on the issue of “not dividing

by zero” – rather than just on the zero-product

property – exposed some limitations in students’

use of a particular equation-solving technique that

they had never before questioned.

! As Mikey commented: “Then we can never divide

when there’s a variable because it’s always going

to be a solution.” 42



! So this CAS surprise led to students’ questioning of

when the rule of carrying out the same operation on

both sides of an equation is valid.

! The students had never before had occasion to

question this rule – one that had always yielded

equivalent equations and the sought-for equation

solutions.
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! We used as a framework the Task-

Technique-Theory model developed by

researchers in France in the late 1990s and

early 2000s (Chevallard, 1999; Artigue,

2002; Lagrange, 2002, 2003).
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! Since the mid-1990s, in France, when CAS technology started

to make its appearance in secondary school mathematics

classes, these researchers noticed that teachers were

emphasizing the conceptual dimensions while neglecting the

role of the technical work in algebra learning.

! However, this emphasis on conceptual work was producing

neither a clear lightening of the technical aspects of the work

nor a definite enhancement of students’ conceptual reflection.

! From their observations, the research team of Artigue and her

collaborators came to think of techniques as a link between

tasks and conceptual reflection, in other words, that the

learning of techniques was vital to related conceptual thinking.
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! Thus, in the examples I have used today to illustrate

the nature of CAS surprises that led to student learning,

all of the conceptual thought that they generated was in

the context of technical work:

" Factoring x4 – 1 more completely,

" Factoring several odd-exponent examples so as to establish

when xn – 1 will have exactly two factors,

" Learning to view a composite exponent in terms of its divisors

so as to “see” more easily how it might be factored

[e.g., the case of x9 – 1 being viewed as (x3)3 – 1],

" Working with common factors (without losing a solution),

performing the same operation on both sides, and using the

zero-product rule to solve the equation: (y-2)3 –10(y-2) = y(y-2)
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! As we have reported in some of our past

publications (e.g., Kieran & Drijvers, 2006),

technique and theory co-emerge in mutual

interaction. With appropriate tasks and a

suitable classroom environment, technical work

can give rise to theoretical thinking; and the

other way around, theoretical reflections lead

students to develop and use techniques.
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! In another study, reported in Kieran and

Damboise (2007), which was a comparative

study of a CAS class and non-CAS class

involving the same tasks in both classes, the

CAS class improved much more than the

non-CAS class in both technique and theory,

but especially in theory; and the sequence of

lessons was one where the technical

component was clearly to the forefront.
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! Our research observations suggest that an

additional component is a teaching practice that is

oriented toward assisting students’ in becoming

aware of the conceptual aspects of their technical

work in algebra within a CAS environment:

Orchestrating classroom discussion in such a way

as to draw out students’ thinking regarding the

mathematics of the task at hand, by asking for their

conjectures, their observations, their elaborations,

and their justifications.
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! “I see the main role of symbolic algebra systems as

that of helping to formulate hypotheses, search for

examples and counterexamples, and in general

explore ramifications of mathematical models.

! In other words, the main role of these systems is to

obtain mathematical insight.” (Kovács, 1999, p. 43)
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! “Computer algebra systems often can cause

‘pleasant surprises’. … Due to computer algebra

systems, problems are being considered from new

points of view. … These lead us to new discoveries

about the world of miraculous mathematical

structures.” (p. 52)

! Even if Kovács’s comments were directed to an

audience of computer scientists, they still have a

great deal of relevance for our thinking about CAS

use with high school algebra students.

Don’t you agree?
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THANK YOU

! Website for access to the activities we have designed:

http://www.math.uqam.ca/apte/indexA.html
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